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SPACE AGE INDUSTRIAL 1mrs 
'rhe launching of Sputnik on October 4, 1957 has had far reaching 
effects on education in America., 'l'he United States educational system 
has been sharply scrutinized and severely criticized in recent years 
due to the lag of' the United States ,in the so called "space race 11 with 
Russia. One critic has terrned this dilemma as 11 •• o Fifty years of stag-, 
nation" in an inflexible program of education (15, page 20), and pro-
poses sweeping changes in the educational system of America. These 
proposed changes would take the form of expanded programs in seience 
and mathematics, including testing 9 counseling, and facilities on the 
elementary and secondary levels, and financial aid to superior science 
and mathematics students in an expanded college program. Many Legis-
lators and leading educators, however, fear a one-,sided a.pproach to the 
problem of science education, and are proposing changes which affect 
not only science, but other areas as welL :Educators are seeking better 
ways to teach the various subject areas. 
Selected Teaching Methods. Considerable attention has been given 
to the functionaliz.ation of subject matter. (4~ page 288) Three moder'n 
trends in f'unctionaliz,ation are apparent: (1) functionalization through 
the use of skills in the const:ruction of projects~ as in industrial arts; 
(2) functi.onalization through the use of :facts in p:t•oblem solution; and 
(3) functionalizati.on through the application of principles 9 as in the 
l 
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application of science to technological products and industry. Attention 
also has been given to the correlation of subject matter. Correlation 
'may be obtained in a number of ways, but the writer wishes to consider 
it here in view of correlating industrial arts and science through func-
tional scientific projects which may be constructed in the industrial 
arts shop. 
! Statement of the Problem. The problem dealt with in this study 
is that of the correlation of industrial arts and science through the 
use of the scientific project, and the functionalization of the subject 
matter of both areas of study through the project media. The project 
has long been used as a method of teaching the industrial arts, and is 
becoming more popular as a teaching method in science. Student prepar-
ation for science fairs has brought about the construction of scientific 
projects to a considerable degree. (27, page 306) Many of these projects 
are constructed in the school shop due to lack of facilities and space 
elsewhere. (34, page 277) One author expresses the problem in these 
words, "Projects are misplaced in the academic class room--take them to 
the shop. 11 (39, page 53) 
From the standpoint of industrial arts, the skills taught and the 
dissemination of information would remain ap1roxirn.ately the same with the 
scientific project as with the traditional project. 1'Emphasis would 
change with respect to the project. Scientific projects will be the 
watchword. 11 (42, page 213) The future contributions of industrial arts 
to education may ·well hinge upon how well industrial arts is able to 
integrate with other subjects. 11If we cannot integrate, we are doomed 
to mediocrity and eventual obscurity. 11 (49, page 224) 
From the standpoint of good science teaching in a correlated program 
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of industrial arts and science, the program needs to be considered from 
the viewpoint of applied science and its value to the total education 
program. 11 ••• A science education program should be science, not about 
science, •.. should include all learners but should be administered in 
such a way that each youngster progresses at his 01rm rate." (18, page 
310) 
The development of a public school program of correlation of indus-
trial arts and science causes some problems in programming which the 
writer wishes to recognize, but which will not be discussed in this 
study, There are, however, other basic considerations in developing a 
program of this type. The program should: 
1. Offer something for every student, (49, page 224) 
2. Motivate students to further study. (20, page 53) 
3. Offer projects which reveal the spirit of Science, 
the spirit of curosity, and create a desire to 
search out a.ri.swers, (25, page 287) 
4. Create student interest beyond the classroom. (31, 
page 308) 
5, Make other subjects "come alive 11 for the student in 
the shop. (3 7, page 31) 
6. Develop in the student an appreciation for the man-
ual, creative, and aesthetic arts. (41, page 282) 
7. Teach the student how to plan an activity and carry 
it to a logical conclusion, (8, page 81) 
These criteria, then, should give direction to the planning of a program 
of this nature. 
Purpose of the Study. The writer 1s purpose in making this study 
is to deal with the problem stated above, The basic assumption in this 
study is that the project is the common meeting zone for industrial arts 
and science, and that through the design and construction in the indus-
4_ 
trial arts shop of a project which demonstrates some principle of science, 
much will have been gained toward meeting the goals of both areas of 
study. The author feels that the logical place for students to apply 
many of the scientific principles learned in the academic classroom 
is the industrial arts shop, The principal purpose of this study is to 
compile a collection of such project ideas and to arrange them into a 
logical and useful formo 
The writer's purpose in preparing this study was not to attempt to 
replace either industrial arts or science, but to enrich both areas of 
study. 
Delimitations. Due to the vast number of projects which could con-
ceivably be included in a study of this type, the writer ·will place the 
following limitations on the selection of projects: (1) the project will 
be selected from one of the physical sciences, principally physics and 
chemistry; (2) the project will demonstrate some scientific principle 
of the fields selected; and (3) the project wi.11 be suitable for con-· 
struction in the school shop with respect to materials, skills, and tool 
processes involved in its completion. 
Methods-of Research. The library method of research is the prin-
cipal method used in this report. A review of books, periodicals and 
other literature has been necessary to compile the collection of pro-
jects included in the study. Sketches have in some cases been made from 
observations of the actual equipment. At the special request of Dr. 
Robert C. Fite, formerly of the Arts and Sciences Extension Department, 
Oklahoma State University, drawings of equipment designed and built in 
the Traveling Science Teacher Training Program are included in this 
study. 
Definitions _of Significant Terms. The following terms used .in this 
study need some qualification as to their application. 
Pro.ject. The term project in this study may be interpreted as 
meaning any activity which requires the application of the basic 
principles of design and the use of fundamental tool skills and 
industrial processes to carry it to a logical conclusion. 
Process. This term as applied in this study means any shop process 
which is required for the completion of a project. 
Industrial Arts. Those phases of general education which deal with 
industry--its organization, materials, processes, occupations and 
products--and with the problems resulting from the industrial and 
technological nature of society. 
Science. In order to facilitate the preparation of this report 
and to save endle·ss repetition of qualifications, the term science 
in this report shall include only the physical sciences. 
Scientific Project. The term as used-in this study should be in-
terpreted to mean any project which illustrates or demonstrates 
some scientific principle. 
Skills. The skills which the author mentions in this study are 
the basic skills developed in the use of tools in the· industrial 
arts shop. 
Review of Similar Studies. A review of several indexed references 
has revealed no similiar-studies of this type. Considerable work has 
be-en done with respect to correlation and integration of subjects, but 
no collection of projects has been made at this level. The Oak Ridge 
Institute of Nuclear Studies has published a series of project sheets in 
the form of a manual, part of which are included in this report. This 
work was done at the college0 level, but is included here by special re-
quest already mentioned. 
Plan _for Presentation of Materials. The presentation of the pro-
jects included iri this study is in the form of pictorial drawings and 
schematic diagrams, with a bill of materials and instructions on each 
project sheet. The instructions are of necessity general in nature and 
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cover only the most important points for a particular project. Suggest-
ions for variations are in some cases made in the form of notes at the 
bottom of the sheet. The drawings are representative only, and the read-
er should not attempt to scale dimensions from them, as many of them are 
not drawn to scale. 
In the interest of conserving space and avoiding endless repetition, 
such small words as a, and, and the are often omitted in the instruct-
ions on the project sheets. Numbers, symbols, and abbreviations are also 
used extensively throughout the instructions rather than words. The mean-
ings of the abbreviations and symbols may be found in the Appendix. 
The problems, purpose, and requirements of a correlated program of 
industrial arts and science have been set forth. Before selecting course 
content, however, the more specific teaching objectives and methods of 
this program need to be considered. 
CHAP'I'ER II 
THE PROJECT METHOD OF TEACHING 
The use of individual and group projects has long been a recognized 
method of teaching, and is the primary method of teaching the indu.:strial 
arts. The industrial arts teacher uses the project not .as an ultimate 
goal, but as a vehicle of conveyance for certain facts, skills, and 
processes which he wishes the student to learn. The project is only a 
secondary goal -- a result of learningo (8j page 163) The project ha:s 
an intrinsic motivational value which is not present in many other meth-
ods of instruction, as it is the visible result of applied facts, prin-
ciples, and processes which the student has learned before beginning and 
during construction of the projecto In the mind of the student, the 
project often :ranks as the most important part of industrial arts" (8~ 
page 162) 
The project method of teaching has also been used considerably in 
the teaching of science~ especially in the preparation of student pro-
jects as entries in science :fairso Again, however, the ultimate goal of 
this activity is not the p:t•oject, but good science teaching, and the pro-
ject is only the vehicle for relaying informationo (31, page 306) The 
National Science Fair is dedicated to inspiring greater interest amoung 
students in the fields of pu:re and applied science, and motivates stu-
dents to prepare projects for exhibit. (28, page 265) 
The preparation of projects is the area in which the writer feels 
that ind11strial arts ma;y, contribute most to the final fulfillment of the 
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student's project ideas, and make possible the project application of 
academic theory, 
'reaching objectives must of necessity be considered in preparing 
a program of this type. The writer will not attempt to relate all ob-
jectives of both industrial arts and science, but only those which are 
most pertinent to this study. The objectives of general education will 
also be listed for consideration. 
Part A 
General Education Objectives 
8 
The purposes of general education have been the object of much dis-
cussion and controversy, From the standpoint of education in a democra-
tic nation, however, certain educational purposes seem to be prevalent. 
The Educational Policies Commission lists four general purposes of edu-
cation: (1) self-realization; (2) human relationships; (3) economic 
efficiency in both vocational and consumer knowledge; and (4) civic re-
sponsibilityo Another writer has listed five purposes of education, bas-
ically the same as those listed above, to which he has added the enhance~ 
ment of leisure time. (3, page 103) 
From these broad purposes of education, a set of objectives may be 
formulated. Wilbur (8, page 3) sums up the objectives of general educa-
tion into three objectives which are short and to the point: 
To transmit §. wa;y: of life o 
To improve the emergent culture. 
'To meet the needs, of ihe individual. 
Certainly no one can deny the impact of the Industrial Revolution on so-
cial and economic patterns of today, and that the American way of life 
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is ever changing, even though rooted in a heritage which American edu-
cation is helping to preserve. The freedoms we enjoy have allowed men 
to work and study as they willed, and science and craftsmanship have 
gone hand in hand into the inventions which have made this a great in-
dustrial nationo (9, page 424) 
Part B 
Industrial Arts Objectives 
Industrial Arts is considered to be a part of General Education; 
therefore, the objectives of industrial arts should contribute to the 
objectives of general educationo 1'he objectives included here are not 
all-inclusive of the industrial arts field, but are the ones most pert-
inent to this studyo They are: 
The provision of experience in construction of pro,jects 
related to scientific principles peculiar to the indust-
rial processes, thereby enabling the student to develop 
and apply scientific knowledge, and~ opportunity to 
express themselves and experiment with creative ideas. 
(51, page 34) 
The Development of Avocational Interests. This objec-
tive may be perceptibly broadened by the introduction 
of the scientific project into the school shop prograino 
Not only does the student have the various areas of in-
dustrial arts to select hobbies from, but several areas 
of science as wello (8, page 43) 
The Development of Cooperative Attitudeo Any number of 
science projects may be selected which require the co-
operative effort of two or more studentso (8, page 43) 
The Appreciation of Good Craftsmanship and Designo This 
objective is applicable to any project which requires 
tool skills. The design function will in many cases be 
very important in the scientific project in determining 
its functional wortho (8, page 43) 
The Development of Vocational Interest. The introduc-
tion of the science project into the school shop does 
not hinder the attainment of this objective and may en-
hance it considerably.o T'he teacher 1Arill continue to 
teach the same basic processes, skills~ and informa:tion 
about industryo (8, page 43) 
The Acquisition of Consumer Knowledgeo Due to the tech~ 
nological nature of society todayJ this objective may 
be met better by a correlated programo 'I'he student will 
not only learn to appreciate the value of his own pro-
ject but will appreciate the value of commercial items 
in terras of materials, design, and construction. (83 
page 43) 
~ :Qevelopmeg,i .of Basic Tool Skills." T'he basic tool 
skills can be taught with any project requiring the use 
of these tools, whether the project is 11 traditional 11 or 
scientific. (8, page 43) 
The Opportunity for Creative E;xpres§;,!;QD. in~ of In-
dustrial Materials. The materials used in both types 
of projects will be the same, and creative expression 
is evident in student designed and student built pro-
jects n ( 8, pag 43) 
The Development of Safe Working Pri:vc:tices o Safe working 
practices are taught in any process involving the use of 




The science objectives considered he:re are pr,incipally those generally 
considered in preparation of exhibits fo:r the science fairo They are: 
The Motivation of Students to Learn. 1rhe application of 
academic theory on a sci.ent,ific project ai'f'ord:s the student 
a feeling of sa.tis.faction which he does not attain in aey 
other wayo (26, page 246) 
The Motivation of Students to Continue Work at Home. A 
knowledge ofindustri.al materials and possession-of skills 
in the use of tools encourages the student to work at homen 
(44, page 67) 
.Th~ ,!cguisition of' ;&E,!'.,o:r.rnatiQ.t!,• Before designing and con-
structing the project, the student must a,cqui:re the nec-
essary information about i·ts function and applic.ation" 
(43, page 183) 
The science 
project is the one place where the student's scien-
tific lmowledge really comes aliveo (43, page 183) 
The Opportunity for Creative __ Expression. The crea-
tive expression of the student must take some tang-
ible form--the scientific projecto (41, page 282) 
The Opportunity to WorkWith the Materials and Equip-
ment of Scienceo This is a rather broad objective applic-
able to a number of phases or areas of science, but the 
writer uses it here with respect to equipmento What 
better way .for a-student to understand the function of 
a piece of equipment than to build it? (24, page 320) 
The Appreciation of~ Design. Appreciation of good 
design will become paramount as the student plans and 
designs his projecto (34, page 275) 
Aesthetic _Appreciation. The student will learn to ap~ 
preciate not only the function of his project, but the 
beauty of his craftsmanship as well. (41J page 282) 
11 
The similarity of the two lists of objectives becomes the working 
base for the next part .of this studyo The following projects have been 
compiled by the author and carefully studied and selected on their quali~ 




The selection of suitable projects for industrial arts has long been 
ia major problem for the shop student and instructor alike. The importance 
of the project becomes apparent in that the project method of teaching is 
the principal method used in teaching the industrial arts, and, as has 
been pointed out earlier in this study, is also used considerably in 
science teaching. There are many qualifications to be considered in 
project selection. Wilbur, in his book Industrial Arts in General Edu-
cation, lists the following criteria for the selection of the project. 
(8, page 165) The project should: 
1. Contribute to the attainment of at least one major 
objective. 
2. Have "boy interest." 
3. Be within the student's ability. 
4. Present a challenge. 
5. Be well designed. 
6. Be such that the student can complete it in area-
sonable length of time. 
?. Be economical of materials. 
8. Illustrate some industrial or craft process which 
is new to the learner. 
9. Allow students to cooperate and work together on a 
common problem. 
For the purpose of this study, the writer has added one item to this list 




· Project Design. The basic design rule followed in designing these 
projects is that "Form Follows Function." The writer has not attempted 
to design complicated projects, and has intentionally not refined or 
streamlined the designs so that the student may be more creative in his 
own designing. These designs are intended primarily to transmit ill!. idea 
to the student from which he can work, and thus go as far as his creative 
ability and skills will allow. The shop teacher will readily recognize 
the possibilities of a multitude of applications and variations in terms 
of tool processes, materials, and design without changing the basic func-
tional aspect..s of the finished project, and may thus advise the student 
i1:, designing his project. The material lists and instructions included 
are applicable to the projects as shown, but may be varied as the need 
ariseso 
Pro.ject Use. The writer has attempted to arrange these designs into 
the approximate order of their increasing difficulty, and feels that pro-
jects are included which will challenge not only the average and slow 
learner, but the superior student as well. The superior student may wish 
to incorporate several of these design ideas into one project; as an ex-
ample, the student may easily incorporate the friction wheels, gears, 
''V" pulleys, and the screw thread into one design which demonstrates 
power transmission and speed ratio. Many other variations are possible 
by varying design techniques. 
The following projects were selected from more than one hundred 
such scientific project ideas as being the most suitable for including 
in this study. They are not thought to be all inclusive of the scientific 
fields of study represented. Two of the projects included serve as sup-
porting pieces of equipment which may be used along with some of the 
other projects presenteda The designs obtained from the Oak Ridge Insti-
tute of Nuclear Studies are included with only minor changes. The writer 
submits these projects with the sincere hope that they may prove helpful 
in motivating students to exert greater effort both in the industrial 
arts and scienceo 
1/411 Copper Tubing 




Centrifugal Force Apparatus 
Material List 
1 pc. 1/411 dia. copper tubing 
1 pea 25 lb. test string, 24 11 long 
1 ea. large bead (about 10 grams) 
1 ea. small bead (about 5 grams) 
Flare each end of the copper tubing and drop the string through the 
copper tube. Secure a bead to each end of the string, 
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Cut the material and square the ends. Lay out a l/8 11 x 3/4" notch at 
a 30° angle from the edge, beginning 1 11 from the end. Drill a l/8 11 hole 
through at the bottom of the notch and saw out the intervening metalo 
Smooth the inside of the notch with a file. 
Bevel the end as. shown. 
Clean and smooth the metal with emery cloth and polish on a buffer. 
A leather belt inserted in the groove will hang in space when the end 
of the piece is supported on the finger. 
.·1. Figure 3 
Solar Furnace 
Material List 
1 ea. Auto headlight reflector 
1 ea. Brass wire 1/16 11 dia. x 36 11 long 
1 ea. Test tube 25 Ml. 
17 
Form two rings out of 1/16 11 diao brass wire by wrapping around a piece 
of 1 11 dia. rod or dowel. Make two tripods with these rings soldered in 
the center as shown in the illustration; ~fie tripod being approximately 
one inch shorter than the·other. These tripods should be fitted to the 
reflector either by utilizing holes in the rim of the reflector or by 
forming feet on the tripods which will snap over the rim. 
Make another ring which will be a tight fit on·the test tube, by wrap-
ping the 1/16 11 dia. brass wire around a 3/4" dia. rod. Do not solder 
the joint together so the ring may spring open and slip on the test tube. 
By adjusting this ring, the test tube may be adjusted up or down for 
best results. 
18 
~· ......--12 11 ColU!Dn 
9.12 11 Column 
Paper-7 
1 lb. Weight 
Figure 4 
Units of Work 
Material List 
1 pc. hardwood, 1 11 x 411 x 1011 
1 pc. hardwood, 211 x 2 11 x 1211 
1 pc. Hardwood, 2 11 x 2." x 9.12 11 
1 weight, 1 lb. 
1 penny 
1 pc. paper, 2" square 
2 wood screws, #10 x 2 11 F. H.B. 
I 
Work the boards to size and sand smooth. Mount the columns on the 
base as shown. Countersink the screw heads. Apply a protective finish. 
Glue the paper on the board. 
The 1 lb. weight lifted to the top of the 12 11 column illustrates a 
foot pound of work done. 
The 1 lb. weight lifted to the top of the 9.12 11 column illustrates a 
joule of work done. 





1 pc. steel tubing, 1 11 dia. x 12 11 
1 pc. steel tubing, 1n dia. x 24H 
1 thumb screw, 1/4-20 x 1-1/211 long 
2 lbs. lead 
19. 
Cut out one end of the 24" tube to a 1/211 radius to fit the contour of 
the other tube and weld the two together with the long tube centered on, 
and at a 90° angle to, the axis of the handle. 
The lead weight may be cast by placing a short piece of 2 11 pipe (with 
end reamed) on end on a flat metal surface and centering a piece of 3/4" 
pipe inside it. Melt the lead and pour between the two pieces of pipe 
while holding them down snug on the flat surface. After the lead has 
cooled, tap out with a mallet and remove any burrs with a file. 
Drill a hole (#8 drill) through one side of the we1ght on the center 
line and thread with a 1/4-20 tap. 
Slip the weight over the bar and insert the thumb screw. 








-Asbestos or Furnace 
Iron Cement 
~bestos or metal 18n square 
(Other fireproof material may be used) 
1 ea. large funnel 
1 ea. large metal sewing thimble 
1 lb. asbestos or furnace iron cement 
20 
R.emove the spout from the funnel, invert the funnel on the metal plate 
and insert the thimble at the top of the "volcano,, n If using ready-
mixed i'urnace cement, apply about 1/211 of thickness over the funnel and 
shape to a rough surface with the fingers. If using asbestos or other 
type of powder or fiber which is mixed with water., mix to the consis-
tency of' soft clay and apply in the same manner. 
If desired, the volcano may be painted f'or a r.aore realistic effect,. 
Fire-resistant paint is more desirable, but ordinary house or wall paint 
may be used. Lacquer and rubber base paints should nQ1 be used .• 
Note: Small amounts of magnesium ribbon or ammonium bichromate ma,y 







1 Gallon paint can (one-piece lid type 
with tight fit), or quart paint can. 
1 Small tin funnel (or metal cap 
from paint spray can) etc,) 
1 pc. copper tubing 1/4 11 dia, x. 3 11 long 




CAUTION: Use about 36 11 of rubber tubing for blowing. A small amount of 
Lycopodium powder may be used for fuel, 
Pinch one end of the copper tubing in a vise completely closing the 
end and drill a l/8 11 hole through one wall of the tubing about 1/4 11 
from the closed end, Cut the spout off of the funnel (or drill suitable 
hole in tin cap), and solder in position over the l/8 11 hole in the tub-
ing, Drill 1/4 11 hole in the side of the can about l°""l/2 11 from the bottom 
and insert the 1/4 11 copper tubing through the can from inside and solder 
in place, 
The candle holder may be made from any number of materials, such as 
wire, a small bottle, sheet metal, etc. The candle should be position-
ed near the side opposite the funnel about half-way up the side, A 1/16 11 
dia, wire bent into a loop with a 90° bend aboutl 11 from the loop and 
soldered to the can side is an easy and inexpensive method, 




Rotational Inertia rods 
Identical in Weight and Appearance 
Material List 
2 pcs. brass tubing, 1/2" L D. x 28" long 
4 pcs. brass disc, 1/16 11 thick x 1/2!! dia. 
2 pcs. lead rod, 1/211 dia. x 3-1/2" long 




One end of the lead rods should be very slightly tapered to within 1 11 
of the other end, which allows the :rods to be inserted into the brass 
tubing with the 1 11 portion which is not tapered being a light drive fit 
in the brass tubing. 
Insert the 71' lead rod into one tube and, using a dowel slightly 
smaller than the I, D. of the tube, drive the rod to a depth of 10-1/2 11 
or until it is centered in the tube. 
Drive one of the 3-1/2 11 lead rods into each end of the other tube to a 
depth of 1/16 11 , which will allow the brass disc to fit flush with the end 
of the tube. 
Solder a brass disc in each end of the two tubes and hold the ends 
lightly against a belt sander. 





4 Soup or larger cans with one 
end removed 
4 Lids from typewriter ribbon 
containers 
Lead sheet about l/8 11 thickness 
Mercury 
Tungsten 
Fill one of the cans with Tungsten powder (or any other heavy powder 
aYailable) and weigh. Cut an amount of lead sheet of a length eqt1al to 
that of the can so that the weight of this, together with a can, is 
equal to the weight of powder and can. Roll this lead into a tight cy,-
lin,der and secure it along the axis of a can, holding it by screws in 
the top and bottom. Choose a similar piece of lead as above and place 
this along the inside walls of a can. Secure it by melting and join-
ing the end of the lead by a soldering iron. Weigh some mercury in 
a can equal to the weight of the powder and can. See that the mercury 
does not leak by pulling plasticene over the end lid, 
~4" Masonite 
// ! \ /I . 
















2 pcs. plywood, 3/411 x 10" or 12 11 dia. 
2 pcs. masonite, 1/411 X 10 11 OI' 12 11 diao 
5 lbs. lead 
24 
Glue the two plywood discs together and saw out the two sections from 
the inside of the disc as shown in the illustration. Leave 3/4" to 1 11 
all around the edge of the disc and the partition between the two cutouts. 
Nail one of the masortite discs in place, using plenty of small nails 
particularly around the smaller cutout. Melt the lead in a ladle and 
pour the smaller cavity full. Do not overheat the lead; have adequate 
ventilation while melting. 
When the lead has cooled, nail the othermasonite disc in place. 
A strip of rubber floor matting, about 1-1/4" wide, may be nailed or 
cemented around the periphery of the disc to improve its traction. 
\/~" Masonite 
Plywood l/811 \Masonite 
- .1 r·· 
I \ 
( \ 
i + -+--- ----+--
Dead• Weight., Snug 
1-1/211 Wide Slo 
Clear 'th;rough 
Figure 11 
Center of Gravity Disc 
Material List 
2 pcs. plywood 1/211 x 8 11 dia, 
2 pcs. masonite l/811 x 811 dia. 
1 pc. lead, ball or cylindri.cal, 1-1/2 11 dia, 
25 
Nail the two plywood discs together and drill two 1-1/211 dia. holes on 
a line running through the center of the disc; the center of one hole is 
located at the center of the disc, and the center of the other hole is 
located 1-1/2 11 from the outer edge of the disc (see illustration). Saw 
out the portion between the two holes. 
Make a cylinder of lead 1-1/2 11 dia. x ?/811 long. This may be cut from 
a lead rod or cast by melting scrap lead and pouring tnto a suitable 
mold. (If no lead is available, a steel rod will do as wello) 
Insert the 9ylinder in the slot and nail the two masonite discs in 
place. 








2-1/2:11 dia. Dowel, Drill 
all Holes 1/2 11 Dee·p 
3/811 dia. Dowels (2) 
1/4;'' dlila). Itlowels (2) 
Figure 12 
Diode Model 
Full Wave-Two Plates 
Material List 
2 pcs. 28-gage sheet metal 3" x 2-1/4" 
1 pc. 1/32" dia. wire 14" long 
1 pc. 2-1/2 11 dia. wood dowel 1 - 5/811 
4 pcs. l/811 dia. brass rod 611 long 
3 pcs. 1/4 11 dia. wood dowel 211 long 
2 pcs. 3/811 dia. wood dowel 2 11 long 
long 
Using a 3/811 dia. rod or dowel, lay the 1/32" diao wire along the 
axis of the rod and, about 611 from one end of the wire, make a 90° bend 
and wrap the wire around the rod toward the other end of the wire. Make 
each turn about 1/2 11 along the rod, forming a coil about 2-'l/2" long, or 
about 5 turns of wire. Straighten the remaining portion of the wire 
to form the "heater," as shown in the illustration. 
Lay the sheet-metal pieces on a 2 11 dia. rod with the 31,1,dimension of 
the metal along the axis of the rod, and form to a curvature with a wood-
en mallet or block of wood. Solder a l/811 dia .• brass rod at the straight 
edges of each piece on the inside of the curvature (se·e illustration). 
Drill the holes in the large wooden dowel in the approximate positions 
shown, using the parts mentioned above as a guide in drilling the small 
holes. Glue the wooden dowels in the larger holes. Paint the tube base 
black, the prongs aluminum, the heater red, and the plates blue. 
Place the wires and rods in their places and make final adjustment of 
the heater by bending the wires slightly until they are centered between 
the plates. 
f.S:t~;~·:,~;;i-··----- Wire Screen, Solder 
Overall Length 
911 
to 1/16 11 dia, Wire 
(Grid) 





--1/32 11 dia, Wire 
(Filament) 
----Drill All Holes 
1/2 11 Deep 
2~1/2 11 dia. Dowel 





- D'irill Holes 
i/2 11 Deep 
1 pc, screen door wire, 2-3/4 11 x 4-7/8 11 long 
1 pc. 28 gage sheet metal, 3 11 x 6-5/16 11 long 
1 pc, 1/16 11 dia. wire 6 11 long 
1 pc. 1/32 11 dia, wire 14" long 
1 pc, 2-1/2 11 diao wood dowel, 1-5/8 11 long 
2 pcs, l/8 11 dia. brass rod 6 11 long 
3 pcs, 1/4" dia, wood dowel 2 11 long 
2 pcs. 3/8 11 dia, wood dowel 2 11 long 
27 
Wrap the screen wire around a 1-1/2 11 dia. dowel or mailing tube, lay 
the 1/16 11 wire along the joint flush with one end, and solder the wire 
and joint together. Remove the dowel or mailing tube. 
Using a 3/811 dia. rod or dowel, lay the 1/32" dia. wire along the axis 
of the rod, and about 6 11 from one end of the wire make a 90° bend and 
wrap the wire around the rod toward the other end of the wire, Make 
each turn about 1/2 11 along the rod, forming a coil about 2-1/2 11 long 
or about 5 turns of wire, Straighten the remaining portion of wire to 
form the heater as shown in the illustrationo 
Roll the sheet metal around a 2" dowel or rod, and solder the l/811 rods 
flush with one end of the cylinder and 180° apart, one of them being 
soldered at the joint. Drill holes in the large wooden dowel in the 
approximate positions shown in the illustration, using the parts men-
tioned above as guides in drilling the smaller holes, Glue the wooden 
dowels in their respective holes and paint the tube base black,·the 
prongs aluminum, the heater red, the grid yellow, and the plate blue. 
Place the wires and rods in their places and make final adjustment of 
the heater and grid by bending the wires slightly until they are center-





4 ea. cup hooks 
Figure 14 
Forces Frame 
2 pcs. steel wire 1/16 11 diao x 3-1/2 11 long 
1 pc. plywood 1/411 x 11 11 X 22 11 long 
2 ea. 2 11 dia. single sheave pulleys 
2 ea. demonstration spring balances 
28 
Using a keyhole saw or jigsaw, cut out the center of the plyw;od panel 
as shown. Corners do not necessarily have to be rounded, but it does 
make a neater job and adds somewhat to the strength of the pieceo Inside 
corners may be rounded by drilling a 1 11 or larger hole in the corners be-
fore sawingo 
Screw the cup hooks in place on the 911 side at the centerline as shown o 
If cup hooks are not available9 bend the hooks from wire and secure to 
the wood with small nails or·stapleso 
Drill two 1/1611 holes in each end of .the frame 1-1/4" apart, with the 
centerline between the two holes approximately 2 11 from the centerline of . 
the frame. The pair of holes on one end shall be on the opposite side 
of the centerline from the pair of holes on the other end. Make a 11U11 
shaped bend in the two pieces of wire and insert the ends into the holes 
with about 1/2 11 of wire projecting through to the inside, and bend out-
ward to secure in position in the frame. 






1 pc. plywood, 3/4 11 x 8 11 x 8 11 
6 Fahnstock clips 
(Capaci to::r• 
6 wood screws, #6 x 1/2 R. H" brass 
1 resistor, meg-ohrn, 1/4 watt 
1 capacitor, 0.0005 micro-farad, 400 volts 
1 Geiger tube, Victoreen #lB86 or equivalent 
1 Battery, dry cell, 275-300 volts 
1 set of inexpensive ear phones 
(telephone receiver will do) 
14i1c.16 ga. insulated copper wire 
29 
Cut out a piece of 3/4" plywood 8 11 square, Cut a 1/411 chamfer around 
the top edge of the plywood and sand the block smooth. 
Apply a protective finish such as shellac or lacquer. 
Locate the positions of the Fahnstock clips and drill pilot holes for 
the #6 wood screws. 
Cut and strip the ends of all connecting wires. 
As the clips are mounted on the block, the wires may be connected 
beneath the screw heads. 
Mount the resistor and capacitor as shown. 
By connecting the battery, tube, and ear phones, the counter is com-
plete and ready to work. 





Magnetism: Toy Telegraph 
Material List 
1 pc. hardwood, ltt x 4 11 x 7" 
1 flash light battery 
9, SCI,"E?W.S 
17~/,?11i1 -~1;l;q{;)Wi ! 
P.or: Q~~JJ 
2 pcs. sheet iron., 26 gao, l/2tt X 2 11 
3 pcs. sheet copper, 16 ga., 1/211 x 1-1/2 11 
1 wood screw, #9 x 3/4tt Ro H.B. 
1 wood screw, #9 x 1-1/211 R.H. B. 
5 wood screws, #8 x l/2tt R. Ho B. 
1 pc. soft iron wire, 16 ga., 711 long 
16 11 copper wire,. 16 ga. 
Work the base to size and apply a protective finish. 
30 
Mount the battery clips and switch (copper strips) on the base as ill-
ustrated. Make the ticker out of the iron wire and mount between the 
strips of sheet iron. 
The coil is made by wrapping the screw with the copper wire. Connect 
the wires as the clips are mounted. 
A stop may be made.for the ticker by driving a small finish nail near 
the coil and bending it over the ticker. 






Vl Bayonet-base neon lamp NESI 
Rl 1 megohm (variable) 
Cl 1 mfd. (variable) 
E 2 no. xx-30 Burgess 45 v batteries 
1 ea. lamp socket, bayonet base 
3 ea, binding post 
31 
The rela:~ation oscillator may be used to illustrate various time constants 
T=RC 
TJJ:q,f,"J.,p 9e(::Dnds, = Resistance tim.es., Qapac:t.~~!a,p9e where 
R "": 'ohhls and. C ~ Farads _or'' R = me,gGf)mS) .arid~/C-_ = micro farads. 
In the above case where R = i and C = 1, · T. .=":L ·, .. V-Lwill flash at 
one second intervals, 
Various combinations of Rl and Cl will change the time constant, 
If Rl = 2 and Cl= 4, then T =Rx C, or 8 seconds, 
Mount the components on a small square of plywood or in a cigar box 
and wire according the diagram, The binding posts allow easy removal 
of Rand C for other variations. 
#8 .Drill, 1/4-20, N . .C .-
Bottoming Tap , 
l/~.-20 iFi1L 1 i Fid. 
Brass Scr.ew ,J 
Figure 18 
Thermal Expansion and Contraction 
. Material List 
1 pc. brass rod, 3/811 diao x 12 11 
1 brass machine screw, 1/4-20 x 1 11 fiL hd. 
1 pc. steel, 1 11 x 1.:,1/2 11 x 2 11 
32 
Drill a hole 1 11 deep into the center of one end of the brass rod with 
a #8 drill and tap with a 1/4-20 bottoming tapo · 
Insert the screw into the end of the rod i/2 11 and locate the exact 
c.enter of gravity. Cut a 90° included angle groove straight across the 
bar at the center of gravity with the corner of a small hand file tipped 
at a 45° angle, 
Make the pivot from yhe piece of steel as illustrated with the 2 11 
dimension being the height. The,balancingedge should be straight, clean 
and sharp. Polish and oil lightly to prevent rustingo 
Throw the bar off balance by moving the screw, then rebalance by heat-






1 pc. hardwood, 1 11 x 6 11 x 1811 
1 pc. H. R. S. round rod,· 3/811 x 23" 
1 pt:. nylon cord, JO lb. test, 1711 long 
1 pc. H. R. S. band iron, l/811 x 1/2 11 x 6 11 
2 washers, 3/811 
2 thin nuts, 3/8-24 N. F. 
1 large bell sinker, 2 to 4 oz. 
1 thumb screw, 1/4-20 N. C. x 3/4", with nut 
Make a 90° angle bend 4" from one end of the 3/811 rod, and thread the 
other end 1 11 with a 3/8-24 die. Drill a 3/32" hole parallel to the main 
axis 1/411 from the unthreaded end. .. 
Work the base to size and drill a :25/64 11 hole through in from one edge 
at the middle of the board. Counterbore the bottom·side to a depth of 
1/2 11 • 
Make the obstruction clamp (see detail). Assemble the apparatus as 
illustrated. Apply a protective finish. 
Moving the obstruction up and down will change the arc of swing; if 
moved down far enough, the pendulum will loop completely over. 
34 
5/16 11 Drill,_Spaced 
Intermittently 
"· · Modified Kidney Shape 
With Heavy End 




1 pc. C. R. S. round rod, 1/4" x 52 11 
1 pc. 16 ga. B. I. sheet, 6 11 x 12 11 
Bend a 10 11 dia. circle at one end of the 1/4 11 rod, and bend the circle 
at 90° to the rod axis. 
Bend the top 611 of the rod over until it angles slightly down and hook 
the end up so the balance weight will rotate freely without falling off, 
Use a pair of dividers and a beam compass to lay out a modified kidney 
shape on the sheet iron. Make one end larger than the other. Cut out 
with heavy hand shears or metal band saw and file the edges smooth, 
Drill 5/16 11 holes at various intervals along the full length and width 
of the balance weight, and remove the drilling burrs on a grinder. 
Clean the metal and apply a coat of metal primer. Paint to suit. 
1/411 Nut and Washer 
Both Sides Witness ;Marks. 
-Copper Rod 
Lron1Rod 
;Attach with. #10 Screws 
Figure 21 
Thermal Expansion and Contraction 
;· Material List 
1 pc. maple, l'I x 4" x 14 11 
1 pc. maple, 3/4" x 411 x 611 
1 pc. C.R. S. round rod, 1/4" x 13" 
1 pc. copper rod, 1/411 x 13 11 
1 pc. 22 ga. gal. sheet iron, 4 11 x 8-1/2 11 
2 wood screws, #10 x 2 11 F. H.B. 
2 wood screws, #9 x 3/411 R.H. B. 
4 hex nuts, 1/4-20 N. C. 




Plane the boards to size and round the top corners of the 611 piece to 
a 1/211 radius. Using these same radii centers, drill the 1/411 holes for 
the rods. Locate and drill the pildt holes for ·the wood screws·; and 
. I 
countersink the heads of the #10 screws. · -
Make a 90° angle bend 2-1/4 11 from ione end of the sheet metal and drill 
the holes for the screws through the metal with a #15 drill. Use a 
sharp metal scriber to draw the witness marks on the metal as indicated. 
Sand the wood pieces smooth·and apply a protective finish. 
Thread the rods 1-1/41i and assemble the project as illustrated. 
Note: If the amount of heat ·to be u'sed exceeds 200° Fahrenheit, the 
wood may be finished with a heat-resistant paint. If the temperature is 
to exceed 350° Fahrenheit, Transite or some other insulating material 
should be substituted in place of the wood. 
Material List 
--13..ead Chain 
1/811 .Pipe ,Plug 







I I /,/ 






1 ea. copper tank float 
4 pcs. copper tubing, soft l/811 dia. 3 11 long 
1 ea. l/8 11 brass pipe plug 
1 ea. bead chain 12 11 long 
36 
Select a float which has a neck in one end large enough to allow drill-
ing and tapping to a l/8 11 pipe thread. Drill a hole the size of the bead 
chain all the way through the brass pipe plug, drop the chain through 
this hole with one or two beads projecting through the end opposite the 
square, and fill the hole with solder. 
Drill four l/811 holes 90° apart around the center of the ball, bend 
the copper tubes as shown, insert in the holes provided and solder in 
place. 
Pour about 1 ounce of water into the ball and screw the pipe plug in 
place. When held over a burner until the water boils, the ball will turn. 
Disc :Witlh <S;m;a/lJl rlffio.1 e 







2 ea, funnels 4" to 611 dia. tin 
2 ea. ring supports 3" to 4" with clamps, 
(Cenco no. 18005 or equal) 
1 ring stand 
37 
Cut the spout off of one funnel and unroll the spout i.nto a flat piece 
of metal. Snip a small disc from this piece of ,scrap slightly larger 
than the hole where the spout was removed. Drill a small hole (1/32 11 
or 1/6411 ) in the center of the disc and solder in position. 
Solder the two funnels together at the large ends. Test for leaks by 
rubbing liquid soap around the seams; blow through the spout while hold-
ing a finger tightly over the small hole. After the seams have been 
made tight, place the funnels (spout down as in illustration) Between 
two rings and clamp to the ring stand. The ring stand should have a 
fairly heavy base or should be weighted down. 
Legs Welded To Frame 
And Bottom Ring 
Material List 
. Figure 24 
Forces Frame 
1 pc. H. R. s~ round rod, 3/811 x 44 11 
2 pcs. H. R. S. rouno. rod, 1/411 x 10 11 
otch For Sp:t1h1J.g· Loop 
3 pcs. H. R. S. round rod, 1/411 x 8-1/2 11 
3 springs, full loop, open end, 16 ga. 
1 11 dia. x 4 11 free length 
Bend the long rod into a.circle and weld the ends together. 
Make the legs by making a 90° angle bend 3 11 from one end of the 8-1/2 11 
pieces. 
Bend the 10 11 rods into circles and weld the ends together. 
Weld the assembly together as shown. The small fixed ring should be 
exactly centered inside the large ring, and 1/2 11 below the bottom face 
of the large ring. 
With a protractor or divider, lay out witness marks each 15° (closer 
if desired) along the outside perimeter of the large circle. Cut a re-
taining groove on each mark with a three-square file to hold the spring 
loop. · 
The springs may be moved to various positions to change the angle of 
force. The fixed and floating rings will coincide when the springs 
are hooked equilaterally. 
Accurate measurement of forces may be obtained by substituting spring 
balances in place of the springs. 
:Pan, Solder Wire On 
Wooden Dowel Rod 
Fulcrum,,1 
21!' B:ase:;, zu 'HP:-~hi,. 3:11''Li;>,;ng. 1 
' "( 
Figure 25 
Fulcrum and Lever 
Material List 
1 pc. hardwood, 1 11 x 4 11 x l4 11 
1 pc. hardwood, 2 11 x 211 x J1 1 
1 pco wood dowel rod, 1 11 dia. x 12-1/2 11 
1 lead weight, approximately 2 lbs. 
1 pc. sheet metal, 26 ga., 3 11 diao 
2 lbs. of weights, various sizes 
1 pco wire, 18 gao, 611 long 
Work the wood pieces to size, making the fulcr-um as shown. 
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1/4" 
Mount the weight pan on the beam and drill the hole for the pin which 
holds the fixed weight. Locate the exact center of gravity of the beam 
and cut a small groove across at this pointo Cut a series of grooves 
across at 1/4 11 to 1/211 intervals toward the end with the fixed weight. 
Finish as desired. 
Assemble as illustrated. 
Figure 26 
Parallel Forces Spring Balance 
Material List 
1 pco 1/2tt pipe,30 11 long 
2 pcs. C.R. S. round rod, 3/811 x 40 11 
3 spring balances 
1 pc. sheet metal, 26 ga. 3 11 x 1011 
1 pCo pine, 2 11 X J+t1 X 24, 11 
2 screw eyes 
4 rubber crutch tips, #15 
1 lb •. of B. B. or smaller lead shot 
7 corks, 1/2" dia. 
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Taper the pine board to 1/2 11 at one end, and sand and finish to suit. 
Mount the rings for the spring balances of the 1/211 pipe,, then bend 
the 3/811 steel rods to the outside diameter of the pipe, with,14" max-
imum spread at the base. Weld in place as sholllfil and put the #15 crutch 
tips on the legs. 
Bend the sheet metal as shown and drilll/811 holes at 1/4 11 intervals 
for its entire length. Mount on board so that the left end is over the 
center of the shot holes" 
Drill the shot holes 1/211 d::l..ao x 1-1/21' deep 
Mount the screw eyes 1/2 11 from each end of the board. 
Very thin guage metal clips which can be nipped with•scissors may be 
used to hang the beam from the balance hooks. 
Ready for use when assembled. 
Shot may be poured into the holes and secured with corks to shift the 
center of gravity. 
1/2'11 x :;i_n Collar 
~ 11 X\ 13 11 Brass Strip 
', 
£':~Nut and Washer 
Both Sides 
17 /64 11 DrilL Brass 




Centr:ifugal Force Apparatus 
Material List 
1 sewing machine motor, 1/15 h.po 
1 rheostat for motor speed control 
1 pc, C, R. S, round rod, 1/4" x 611 
1 pc. C. R, S. round rod, 1/2" x l" 
1 pc. hard annealed brass, 18 ga,, l1' x 13" 
2 hex nuts, 1/4-20 N. C. 
2 allen set screws, 10,.;,24 N, Cox 3/16 11 
2 washers, 1/411 
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Motor 
Drill a 17/64 11 hole in the exact center of the brass strip and a 17/64 11 
hole located 1/2" from each end on the center lineo Bend the strip into 
a circle on the slip :rolL , . 
Thread one end of the 1/4" rod 11! with a 1/4-20 die, . , 
Drill a 1/411 hole lengthwise through the center of the ,1/2r-1 rod, and 
drill an intersecting hole 1/4" fron1 each end with a #25 bit. Thread 
these two holes with a 10-24 tap. 
Assemble as shown, A small flat may 'l;)e filed on the sh,f'!,f~ for the set 
screw point. · 
As motor speed is slowly increase~/ the brass circle 'Jr[il:l pecome oval. 
Note: Rheos-ia-e--tu1a ·m.otor..,may1':oer-Tuounf;ed on·· i!Ccommon oasei" ir-aesired o 








Same Motor and Collar 
as ;in Figure 27 •. 
f \ 
"'-\I 
':Ji./4 11 Nut and Washer. 
B0th Sides 
1 pc. C.R. S. round rod, 1/4 11 x 211 
1 pc. 22 ga. gal. sheet iron, 5" x 5,i 
2 hex nuts, 1/4-20 N. C. 
2 washers, 1/4" 
Thread one end of the 1/411 rod 111 with a 1/4-20 die, and file a small 
flat on the other end for the set screw. 
Lay out a 5" circle on the sheet metal, cut out with hand shears, and 
file the edges smooth. Lay out a concentric circle 4" in diameter on the 
sheet metal and locate an even number (8, 12, 18, etc.) of equally 
spaced holes on this circle with a protractor or divider. Mark the holes 
with a center punch and drill with a 1/411 bit. Also drill a 1/4" hole 
in the center of the disc. 
Remove the drilling burrs with a file and assemble as shown. 
Note: A certain sound is produced when an air flow is introduced 
while the motor is running. Other plates may be made with various num-
bers and sizes of holes to produce different sounds. 
Sir11ple Cubic 
Body Centered Cube 
Figure 29 
· Crystal Structure of a Cube 
Molecular Arrangement 
Material List 
32 colored beads or marbles 
Castolite casting plastic 
hardening agent 
cold set promoter 
mold release 
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Face Centered Cube 
The size of the mold needed to cast these cubes will depend on the size 
of the beads or marbles used, A small square tin or plastic box of .the 
proper size will do, or a metal mold may be easily constructed with thin 
sheet tin and solder o · 
Prepare the mold by coating the inside with mold releaseo Place the 
spheres in the desired arrangement and mix the Oastolite, hardener, and 
cold set promoter, pouring it into the mold as soon as it is mixed, 
After casting,.remove from the mold and clean the casting utensils 
with Castolite cleaning fluid, 
Polish the cubes on a soft cloth buffer if necessaryo 
Note: Careful selection of bead sizes will allow the use of the same 
mold for all models, Molecular arrangements of other than cubes may be 





Cube Octahedron Octahedral Faced 
Cube 




~learplexiglass, 1-1/211 cu.bes 
Cut the cubes from a l--l/21i thick sheet, of clear plerlgla.ss. · Cut 
slightl1r la.:r0ge to allow for :f'inishingo 
File or sand the !a'ces ·rrat, 
Mark off the nJaessary aiigles on all faces of the cubes. 
With a saw, rasp, file, or belt sander take off excess pla!'.3tic to bring 
the models down to rough shape. 
With a fine file and :Mne grit sandpaper, smooth the models to their 
final shape. 










1 pc. clear ple.xiglass, 1/2 11 x l-1/2 11 x 1-1/2 11 
3 pcs, clear plexiglass, 1/2 11 x l11 x l-l/2 11 
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Cut the pieces to rough size. Lay out the necessary angles and rough 
out the pieces with a file, rasp, or belt sander. Smooth with a fine 
file and fine sand paper. Polish on a soft cloth buffer. 
The axes for each model are as follows: 
'retragonal-3 axes at 90°, 2 of equal length and one shorter. 
Orthorhombic-3 axes at 90°, all of a different length. 
Monoclinic-3 axes, 2 at 90~ one at some other angle. 
Triclinic-3 axes, none at 90° to another, 




Skate-Wheeled Platform Action-Reaction Chart 
Material List 
1 pc. plywood 3/411 x 16 11 x 36" 
2 pcs. maple 1-1/2 11 x 2 11 x 34" 
2 pcs. steel rod 1/411 dia. x 16 11 
4 ea. skate wheels 
l pc. rubber matting 16 11 x 36 11 
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· Drill a 1/411 hole 1-1/2 11 from the end and 1 11 from the e9-ge in each end 
of the two pieces of maple and cut the end off at a 45° angle. Nail 
these pieces to one side of the plywood approximately 1-1/4" from the 
edge. · 
Place the 1/411 rods in the holes, place the wheels in place on the rods, 
and peen the ends of the rod. 
Tack the rubber matting in place on the other side of the platform. 
Note: This platform may be used with the "Uphill Rolle:r. 11 
"1/4" Pins (Removable) ....-("·\·""""'--






















Gas Laws Apparatus 
Material List · 
1 pc. plywood, 3/4" x 15" x 15 11 
l pc. hardwood, 1 11 x 6 11 x 15 11 
1 pc. hardwood, 1/411 x 1 11 x 15 11 
3·pcso C.R. S. round rod, 1/411 x 211 
3 wood screws, #9 x 1-1/2 11 Fo H. Bo 
Mount With 
Wood Screws. 
C1S 1K Screw 
Heads 
Lay out a 15° dia. circle on the plywood, leaving 8 11 of one side 
attached for mounting on the base, and saw out with a band saw or jig 
saw. 
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Work the bar to size and clamp it over the center line of the circle 
parallel to the straight edge. Drill a 17/64 11 hole at the center of the 
bar andJ/4 11 from each end on the centerline through both pieces • 
. square and chamfer the ends of the rods on a grinder and make a 90° 
bend 1/2 11 from one end. 
Work the base piece to size and chamfer the top with a 1/4" chamfer. 
Sand all pieces smooth and apply a protective finish. Assemble as 
shown. 
Proper labels may be painted on or decal letters may be used. 
One fixed pin will demonstrate a certain relationship: example; when 
the temperature :remains constant an increase in pressure forces the 




Drop Box End ____.------· 
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'" , . Cut Off-
~ - -- Accelerates On 








1 pc, plywood, 3/4" x 911 x 12" 
1 pCo hardwood, 1 11 X 2 11 X 9~1/2 11 
1 pco hardwood., 1/2 11 X 1-1/4 11 X 12-·l/2n 
1 pc. hardwood, 1/2" x 3/4" x 411 
3 pe!'3o sheet metal, 26 gao, 2 11 X 2 11 
2 wood screws, #9 x 1 11 Ro H, B, 
3 wood screws, #9 x 1-1/4" Ro H, B. 
4 wood screws, #9 x 2 11 Fo Ho Bo 
2 ball bearings or marbles 
Cut a 45° angle from one corner of the plywood piece and shape a 
rounded groove into this inclined surfaceo Mount the bumper at the 
•lower end of this groove as indicatedo 
Cut a 45° angle at the top end of the upright piece of hardwood and 
mount on the back edge of the plywood with #9 x 1-1/4" wood screws. 
Attach these pieces to the base with the 2 11 :screws. 
Apply a protective finish to the wood. 
Make the sheet metal drop box as sho1Am and attach with small nails, 
Adjust so that both balls are released at exactly the same timeo 
Other segments with a different angle of fall Ill8Y be added, 
1/411 
Figure 35 
Sugar-Molecule Demonstration Board 
Material List 
1 pc, plywood 1/4" x 3-3/4 11 x 15-1/2 11 
4, pcs. plywood 1/4" x 1-3/4" x 5" · 
8 pcs. plywood l/811 x 1-1/4" x 1-3/411 . 
2 pcs·. plywood 1/4" x 1-1/4" :x: 1-3/4 11 · 
1 pea masonite 1/811 X 1-1/411 X 10-l/2n 
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on 
Saw the 3-3/41' :x: 15-1/2" pen of 1/4" plywood to shape as shown in the 
illustration. Glue the 1-1/4" x 1-3/4 11 peso of l/8 11 plywood at the ends 
of the 1-3/4" x 5" peso of 1/4" plywood (see illustration). Glue the · 
two spacer blocks on the back of the front piece and paint the letters 
on the front piece and sliding panel.so 
When the paint has dried, plac~ the sliding panels in_ position behinfi 
the front piece, making sure there is room enough to allow sliding; if 
not, sandpaper the edges of the sliding panels until they will slide 
freely, Nextj place the l/8 11 masonite backing plate in position with a 
small piece of heavy wrapping paper between the masonite and spacer block 
to allow clearance for sliding; with small wire nails fasten the backing 






Sl-S2 100 mao selenium rectifier 
Cl-C2 16 mi:t:d.-150 volt electrolytic condenser 
CJ o 0002 mf'd. blocking condenser 1 600v. 
Rl 1 megohmJ 1/2 watt resistor 
1 eao 300 volt Geiger tube (Elec. Prodo Inco 9 type 30-0G) 
1 pro headphones, 2000 ohms 
4 eao binding posts 
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Components for the simple Geiger Counter diagrammed above may be mount-
ed in a plastic sandwi.ch bo.x or other sui.table mounting.9 such as a cigar 
boxo The counter circuit is much simpler than the usual radio circuit 
and most components are available at most radio and electronic~supply 
storeso The Geiger tube may be obtained from Electronic Products Inco, 
111 East Third Street, Mount VernonJ New York, and Victoreen Electronics; 
Chicago, Illinoiso 
Mount all the components except the tube and headphones inside the 
plastic box with the binding posts mounted on the lid of the box pro-
jecting to the outside of the boXo Complete the wiring as shown in the 
diagram~ using ordinary lamp cord or other plastic or rubber~insulated 
16 to 20 gao copper wire. The binding posts used for the tube should be 
coded or marked to ensure proper connection of the tubeo 





Part G Detaii 
Figure 37 
Portable Geiger Counter 
Material List 
3V 2-size D flashlight batteries 
Cl ,05 mfd. 1000-volt condenser 
Rl 1-megohm 1/2-watt resistor 
Sl Pushbutton switch (door-bell) 
S2 SPST toogle switch 
Tl Transformer 4000-ohm prL 3 o 5 ohm sec, 3 watt 
(stancor no, A3328) 
Vl 300-volt geiger tube (Elec, Prod, no. 30-g) 
CK Transistor noo 2Nl0? (General Electric) 
G 3/4 11 dia, 3/4 11 long plastic rod (see detail) 
1 pr, headphones (2000 ohms) 
2 ea, binding posts (for headphones) 
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Drill two holes in the plastic rod and insert the two sheet~metal 
screws with lugs attached as sho1i'm, Adjust the gap between the screw 
points to the thickness of paper. Drill and tap a hole for mounting 
and install inside plastic box. Drill several small holes in the side 
of the plastic box where the tube will be mounted. Mount the other 
components in the box and complete the wiring as shown in the diagram, 
To put the counter in operationJ turn the toggle switch "on" and push 
the button switch several times until clicks are heard in the headphones, 
Repeat this procedure periodically to recharge the counter, 
All components for the counter are available from electronics supply 
stores, 




Transistor Radio Receiver 
Material List 
1 Ferrite antenna coil.~ 540-1700 kilocycles 
( J, W o Miller Coo type 6300 
allied radio #60-H-883) 
1 Diodej GermaniumJ Go E, 1N64 
1 Transistor, Germanium, Go E o 21\1107 
1 Capacitor, fixed, Oo02 UF, 30WVDC centralab 
type 203 (Allied Radio #ll~L-627) 
1 Resistor, 220 K, 20%, LRC type BTS-
1/2 (Allied Radio lMMOOO) 
1 Transformer, transistor 9 14ol:l turns ratio 
Thordarson type 'rR~28 (Allied Radio 63-G-262) 
1 Capacitor, Receiver-type variable midget 
(Allied Radio 61-H-009) 
1 pro Headphones; 2000 ohms 
Mount the components on the underside of a plastic: sandwich box lid 
with the shaft on the variable condenser protruding through the lido 
Use small strips of thin sheet metal for battery clipso 
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Wire the components as shown in the schematic diagram, using rosin 
core solder, Not acid coreo Make sure the correct wire:s from the tran-
sistor (see detail) are hooked up with the correct wire from the trans-
former and batteryJ and that the 'color coded wires from the transformer 
are correctly wiredo In remote areas an antenna may be necessaryo The 
antenna connection as well as the amplifier or headphone connections 
may be brought out through holes in the box lid or may be connected to 
binding postso Use a strip of cellulose tape to secure the lid to the 
boxo 
Material List 
-2-1/2 11 Speaker 
~crophone·Jack 
N.ote: R2 and R3 




Bl= Four:rri'ercury cells in series (Mallory RJ.~-R) 
Cl= 0,5mfd 200 volt capacitor 
Rl = 15,000 ohm subminiature car, pot. 
R2 = 22,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor 
R3 = 1,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor 
Sl = S.P.SoT, Slide switch 
Tl= Transistor driver transformer lOJOOO ohms 
to 2,000 ohms, center tapped 
T2 = Transistor output transformer 500 ohms to 
3,2 ohms, center tapped 
TRl, TR2, and TR3 = Junction transistor PaN.P. 
Miniature speaker 3,2 ohms voice coil 
Microphone Jack 
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Mount the transformers, three transistors, the R2 resistors, and the 
miniature speaker on a sheet of l/811 plastic about one-half the size of 
a large sandwich or other plastic boxo Complete the wiring of these 
components as shown in the wiring diagram; leaving the ,irl.res for the 
other components long enough to allow removal of the cover·of the box, 
Cement this assembly inside the plastic box, leaving room on the other 
half of the box to mount the mercury cells, etc. 
Mount the slide switch and the subminiature carbon pot to the lid of 
the box and all remaining components in the bottom of the box, with the 
microphone Jack in one side. Complete the wiring as shown in the· diagram 
and the amplifier is ready for testing, 
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Fuel Element ·-
2-7 /8 11 Square 
15-3/4n High 
- Control Rod \ ~;7 /8n Square 
\" High 
Base 




Swimming Pool Reactor 
Material List 
(All 1/411 Plywood) 
8 pCSo 2-5/8ll X 1811 
40 pcs. 2~5/8ll x 15-3/4n 
6 pcs o 2-3/8n x 15-3/411 
6 pcs. 2-5/8n x 11-3/411 
3 pcs" 2-5/8n :x: 16 11 
2 peso 2-5/Sn X 16-l/2ll 
1 pc. 12-1/4 11 X 16-'l/2 11 
Note that, by alternating the lapped joints in construction of the 
control rods and fuel elements, all four sides of the box are the same 
width and the side:;,, ends, and divider pieces of the base are also the 
same widtho 
In constructing the base, slot the.three 16n lengths of plywood and 
four of the ll-3/4n lengths of plywood;i allowing these pieces to be 
assembled in negg-craten fashion" Nail the sides, ends, and bottoms 
to this assembly to complete the baseo 
Assemble the two·control rods by nailing together four of the 18n 
lengths of plywood. Do the same with the 15-3/4n lengths and insert 




-wedge Shaped ±'ltro·i:r on This 







Smoke-Box Demonstration Table 
Material List 
1 pc, plywood 1/4" x 12 sq. ft. 
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Note Wedge 7 
Construction/ 
/ 




2 pcs, alum,, brass, or steel, l/8 11 x l" x 12 11 long 
4 pcs, sheet metal 26-28 gage 3/4" x 1~1/2 11 long 
2 ea, hinges (loose) 1-1/2 11 x 1-1/2 11 
1 ea. drawer pull 
Construct a box of 1/4" plywood, open at one end and having a 411 dia. 
hole in the center of the opposite end, Use conventional box construc-
tion nailing the edges together with small wire nails about 1 11 long, 
Cut a piece of plywood equal to the length and height of the box for the 
background panel and attach two l/8n x l" x 12" metal stakes to one side 
of this panel with small wood screws or stove bolts, Form the sheet-
metal pieces into "stake pockets" as shown, and, with the background 
panel in place, locate them on the box and secure with wood screws. 
The door of the box is made of l1- pieces of 1/2 11 plywood and must fit 
inside the box with the hinges at the top so that when released it will 
fall in place. Make sure that the bottom piece of the door is slightly 
angulated in order to swing clear of the edge of the box. 
Paint the.background to suit for demonstrations used. 
;-Bicycle Handlebar Grips 





- Alumi num Hand Shiel d 
2 pcs. aluminum 1/16 11 x 5" dia. 
2 pcs. pipe 1/211 x 5" long 
2 pcs . brass rod 5/811 dia.. x 1 11 l ong 
1 pr. bicycle handlebar grips 
15 lb. lead, sheet or wire (l/811 t o l / Li. 11 ) 
1 ea. bicycle wheel 
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Force a piece of 5/8 11 dia . brass rod into one end of the two pieces of 
pi pe and secure in place by silver soldering or br azing . Drill a 25/ 64 11 
hole in the brass plug and tap 3/811 -24 N. F. threads. Drill a 3/ 811 hole 
in the center of the 5" dia. aluminum discs and place over the threaded 
portion of the spindle on each side of the wheel . Screw the two pieces 
of pipe onto the spindle and force the handlebar grips over the pipe . 
The lead must be secure!x_ fastened between the flanges of the wheel 
rim, and the method will depend on the type of lead used . If using sheet 
lead, cut the sheet into strips about 1/1611 wider t han the distance be-
tween the flanges. Drive these strips in place, using a hammer and wood 
block, and burn the ends of each piece together. One layer of 1/4" lead 
or two layers of 1/811 lead will suffice. If using lead wire or rod, wind 
one layer as tightly as possible around the rim and burn the edges to-
gether in several spots; then continue with another l ayer, making cert ain 
that all the wires or rods are burned together when finished. 
Keep the lead as uniform as possible to minimize balancing, which may 
be done by drilling or filing at the heav-.r side or by melting additional 
lead onto the light side. 
As an added precaution against "blowouts, 11 an old tire may be put on 
the wheel over the lead. 
Pulley Detail 






1 pc; H. R. S. round rod, 3/811 x 60 11 
2 peso H. Ro s. round rod, 3/811 x 16ti. 
3 pcs. H. R. So round rod, 1/411 x 611 
4 single pulleys, 1/411 x 3/4 11 dia. sheaves · 
4 rubber crutch tips, #15 
2 spring balances 
6 ft. venetian blind cord 
Bend the long rod into an Isosceles triangle with a 1211 base. 
Bend 2 11 legs down on\~aich end. of the 16 11 pi:~~~. 
Bend the 1/411 rods into' circles for the pulley rings, and weld the 
legs, rings, and triangle together as shown.· 
Clean the metal and apply a coat of metal primer. Paint to suit. 
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· Assemble by threading the cord through the . pulleys and mounting the 
spring balances and pulleys on the rings. ·· 
.Note: Several combinations may be obtained with the apparatus as 
shown. Added pulleys, rings, and spring balances will give added com-
b.inations. 
c:===================~--Rubber Mat 
1./4-20 N, C. x l"~~ g _,.-3/411 Plywood 
~ ,,,ix/ 
C _.,c.] 










4 ea, stove bolts, 1/4-20 N. C, x 1 11 long 
1 pc. plywood, 3/4" x 16 11 dia, 
1 pc, rubber matJ 16 11 dia, 
1 pc. boiler plate, 1/4 11 x 6 11 x 6 11 
1 ea, automobile front wheel assembly( 149- 151 Ford) 
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Disassemble the spindle bearing assembly and clean all parts, Remove 
the projections containing the kingpin holes on the rear of the spindle 
and machine the surface smooth and perpendicular to the axis of the spin-
dle. Weld the 1/4 11 plate to this surface, being careful not to warp the 
plate during welding. Drill and tap a hole in each corner of the 1/4" 
pJa.te (#8 drill, 1/4-20 tap), and drill and countersink four 1/4 11 holes 
in the 3/4" plywood disc to match the tapped holes in the 1/4 11 plate. 
Assemble the two pieces with the 1/4-20 N, C, bolts. 
Remove the drum from the spindle hub. 1rhis may be done in a large arbor 
press or with a heavy machine hammer or sledge. 
Reassemble the spindle and hub assembly, grease the bearings, and in-
sert this assembly into the "wrong" (outside) side of the wheel. This me-
thod of assembly allows ample clearance between the wheel and plywood. 
Tighten the lug-bolt nuts, securing the wheel to the spindle assembly 
hub. Check the bearing assembly for 11wobble". With bearing assembly prop-
erly adjusted, insert the cotter pin in place. 
Note: The wheel and spindle assemblies of other than the one mentioned 
above may be used, but due to variation of design, the steps outlined in 




4 pcs. ha.rdwood, 2 11 X 3 11 X 4 11 
5 pcs . hardwood, 1/2 11 x 1 11 :x: 2-1/4" 
1 pc , 'hRr·dwood, 1/:2 11 x 1/211 1611 
3 pcs. hardwood, 1/411 x 1/211 x 17" 
1 pc. plywood, 3/4" x 12-l/411 x 12-1/ 4 11 
1 pc. plywood, 3/4" x 1611 :x: 17 11 
1 pc. glass rod, 1/411 diao X 15 11 
4 pes o nylon cord., 20 lb. t est, 1811 long 
4 small wheels , good toy wheels will do 
4 plastic pill containers, 2 11 dia . x: 3 11 deep 
4 cup hooks 
10 wood screws, #9 x 1--1/211 F. H. Bo 
8 wood screws, #9 x 1 11 F. Ho B, 




Saw the 12-·1/4 11 plywood diagonaJly to obtain the two end pieces, and 
bevel the ends of the other piece at a 45° a.'1gle to fit the end pieces. 
Saw 3 lengthwise grooves, 1/ 4 11 X 1/411 , equally spaced, i..'11 the large 
piece. Ma.ke the other pieces called for. 
Mount the splines, bumper, and brace as showno The glass rod stand-
ards are drilled befare mounting and mounted even with the splines and 
ends. The end standards are not drilled clear through in order to re-~ 
t ain the glass rod, which is inserted before installing one end. Mount 
in such a way that the glass rod is approximately l" above the slide 
boardo 
The carts may be made to any desired shape, so long as uniformity is 
maintained , Mount the wheels on one cart with small round head nails 
and screw the cup hooks into the front center of each cart. 




1 pc. C. R, S. round rod, 1 11 x 111 
l pc, C, R, So round rod, 3/16 11 x 10 11 
1 pc, steel plate, 1/4 11 X 511 diao 
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Cut out the 5:1 circle on a metal cutting band saw, and smooth theed-
ges, being careful to maintain the circleo Lap and poliSh:'@~1face per-
fectly flat. 
Machine the ends flat on the 1 11 rod. Lap and polish e:<1.e end. The mat-
ing surfaces must be perfectly flat and smooth. Drill a·hole (#25 drill) 
3/4'' into the center of the other end and thread with a 10~24 tap. 
Thread one end of theJ/16 11 rod 1/211 , and bend an eye into the other 
end as shown. · 
A light coat of oil will retard rust and fill any pores in the metal 
to assure that no air will get between the pieces. 
When the polished end of the rod is set in the center of the polished 
face of the plate,· all. air will be driven from between the two, and the 
rod will .. lift the plate by virtue of the vacuum formed. 









v.-.---,rw asher _\ 
1/4 11 Drill 
Figure 47 
Power Transmission: Parallel Screw Clamp 
Material List 
2 pcs. tool steel, 1/2 11 x 1/2 11 x 4 11 
2 hardened steel washers, 1/4 11 
2 thumb screws, with shoulder, 1/4-20 N, C. x 4 11 
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Bevel the ends of the clamp jaws and lay out the holes" Locate the 
holes 1/4 11 and 1-1/2 11 from the butt end of the jaws on the center line, 
Drill and tap the holes as indicated. One hole in each jaw is a clear 
hole and the other is a threaded hole. 
Polish as desired and assemble as showno A light coat of oil will 
retard rust and facilitate the moving parts. 
\3/311 x 3/4" Bevel/• r Spot with 1/2 11Drili, 







Mbunt Vise Flush 
With End of Base 
l/8 11 Drill 1/4" from 
;End of Rod 
Figure 48 
Cam Action Vise (Nut Cracker) 
Material List 
1 pc. hard annealed aluminum9 1 11 x 2-1/2 11 x 3-1/4 11 
1 pc, steel shafting, 1/2 11 dia. x 4" 
2 pcs, C, R. S, round rod, l/8 11 x l" 
1 compression spring, 16 ga,, 2 11 max,, 1/2 11 min, 
1 hardened steel washer, 1/2" L Do i l 11 0, Do 
2 peso C.R. S, plate, 1/811 x 1 11 x 1-1/2 11 
1 pc, Co R, So round rod, 1/2 11 x 3" 
1 pc, hardwood, 1 11 x 3" x 7" 
2 machine screws) 1/4-20 N. C, x 1-1/4" Fo H, 
Lay out the body of the vise, The fixed jaw is 3/4 11 wide and the 
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bot tom is 1/2 11 wide, Saw out on a metal band saw, Use the pieces saw-
ed out to make the movable jaw (3/4 11 wide)o Smooth the inside faces of 
the pieces and fit the movable jaw against the fixed jaw and drill the 
1/2 11 hole through both pieces at the same time. Locate the hole 1 11 up 
from the bottom and on the center lineo The hole must be square with 
the piece in order for the jaws to 1 stay aligned. 
Insert the rod into the movable jaw and drill a 1/8" hole clear 
through for the retaining pi.no Place spring over the shaft and slide 
the movable jaw into position and clamp in place, Drill a l/811 hole 
for the cam retaining pin as shown" See cam lever detail for construc-
tion of cam, . The piece may be polished on a buffer. 
Assemble the project as illustrated, 
Mount the pier::e on the base with machine screws (#8 drill, 1/4-20 tap} 
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Slide Burner Back 
\. Burner from 
1 
old Gas Stove Jet 
To Decrease Air Flow. 
Fire Ji' 'ck 
___________ , ________ __. ___________________ _ 
Weld Here -
Figure 49 
Ventura Burner: Gas-Air Mixture 
Material List 
1 gas cook stove burner 
1 pc. 1/2 11 pipe, 2n long 
1 shut o-ff valve, 1/2 11 
2 peso C, R, S, round rod, 1/4 11 x 8° 
6 pcs. band iron, 1/811 x 1/2 11 x: 2 11 
1 pc. band iron, l/8 11 x 1 11 x 10 11 
fire brick 
Saw off the front and back parts of the burner, leaving a piece about 
611 long, 
Make the jet by closing one end of the pipe, This may be done by saw-
ing out segments of the endi bending the ends together, and weldingo 
Drill a 3/32 11 hole into the end for gas outlet. Round end on a grinder0 
Braze the supporting pieces onto the burner and drill 17/64 11 holes for 
the rods to slide through, Weld the rod retainer to the Jet near the 
valve, and assemble as shown. 
This whole assembly may be mounted on a piece of transite for safety. 
A burner such as this will develop a temperature of approximately 1500° 
inside a small melting furnace, 
"Small Fan Blade 
Figure .50 
Step Cone Pulleys: Belt Drive, Speed Ratio 
Material List 
2 step cone 11 Y 11 pulleys, 4 section, 611 m&'<:,, 1-1/2 11 min. 
1 pc, C. R, So round rod, 1/2 11 x 14 11 
1 pc, C. Ro S, round rod,, 1/2 11 x. 8 11 
1 v-belt 1/2 11 x 23" 
1 pc. hardwood., 1 11 x 611 l4H 
2 pcs. plywood, 3/4" x. 5" :x: 14 11 
4 bronze bushings, 1/2 11 L D, x 3/4 11 long 
8 wood screws/·p9 x. 2" F. Ho B, 
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Work the boards to size and mount one up~ight onto the baseo Clamp the 
other upright piece to the inside face of the one already mounted and 
drill the bushing holes through both boards at the same timeo, Locate the 
holes 1 11 below the top edge of the board and 12" aparto The bushings 
should be a drive fit. 
The handle is offset 3 11 from the shaft axis with a 4 11 hand grip. 
Mount the other upright and slide the shafts through the bushings with 
the pulleys and belt between the uprights, Tighten the set screws in the 
pulleys, The pulleys should point in opposite directionso 
In order to make the speed changes more visible, mount a small fan 
blade on the end of the driven shafto 
Washers or shims may be used to align the pulleys if necessary, 
Adjusting Screw 
S1L~~t · Back Ji." £'r9J,TI. Hole Genter -Segment of Pipe 
Figure 51 
Friction Wheels: Power Transmission 
Material List 
1 fric:tion·wheel, 1 11 x 611 
1 friction wheel, 1 11 x 2 11 
4 bronze bushings, 1/2 11 L D. x 3/4 11 long 
1 pc, hardwood, 1 11 x 611 x 911 
2 pcs. :.)lywood, 3/4 11 x 5" x 9" 
1 pc, Ce R. S, round rod, 1/2. 11 x 6 11 
1 pco J. Ro Se round rod, 1/2 11 x 13 11 
2 thunb screws, with square nuts, 
1/4-20 Ne C. x 2 11 long 
6 wood screws, #10 x 2 11 F. H, B, 
2 segements 1/2 11 pipe, 1/2n x 3/4 11 
4 washers, 1/2 11 
The gears may be easily made in a machine shop. 
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Work the boards to size and bore the bushing holes through both pieces 
at the sazne time o Loc.SLte the holes in from the top edge and 3-3/4 11 apart" 
The bushings should be a drive fit, Cut the adjustment s:Lot and drill a 
17/64 11 hole in from the ends of the boards .for the thumb screws, 
Assemble the wood pieces and apply a protective finisho 
Place the gears between the uprights with one washer on each side of 
the gear and slide the shafts throughe The handle.is offset 3" a.nd has 
a 4" hand·grip. 
The machine may be given some t.1sk to perform, such as turning a fan 






Power 'I'ransmission: Gear Rati.o 
Material Li.st 
~ear, 611 diao, to fi.t 1/2 11 shaft 
1 pinion gear, 2" dia,,, to fit 1/2 11 shaft 
2 pcs, Co Ro So round rod, 1/2" x 911 
1 pc,, C. R" S, round rod, 1/2 11 x 8 11 
1 pc, C, Re, S, round rod, l/811 .x 1 11 
4 brc:, bushings, 1/2 11 L D, x .3/4 11 long 
1 pc. hardwood, 1n x 8 11 x 12 11 
1 pCo plywood, 3/4 11 X 11 11 X 12" 
1 pc" plywood, J/4 11 X 12 11 X 12 11 
8 wood screws, #9 x 1-l/2n Fo H,, B. 
2 allen set screws, #10-24 x 1/4 11 
1 pea nylon cord, .30 lb., test~ 12 11 long 
1 weight, 5 to 10 lb, 
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Work the boards to size" The top corners of the plywood pieces may be 
rounded for appearance, Mount the larger plywood piece to the edge of 
the base. Clarnp the smaller plywood piece to the inside face of the 
piece already mounted and bore the bushing holes through both pieces at 
the same time, Locate the holes l11 from the top and the proper distance 
apart so the gears will mesh. The bushings should be a drive fit, 
The shafts should have a saw cut 1/16 11 wide x 3 11 long at one end, and 
l/8 11 wide x 1/2 11 long at the other end" For handle construction see de-
taiL Mount the smaller plywood piece and apply a protective finish. 
Slide the shafts through, placing the gear and pinion between the ply-
wood pieces, Washers may be used to align the gears if necessary, The 
set screw holes are made with a #25 drill and a #10-24 tap. 
Note: the speed and ease with which the weight is lifted will depend 
on which shaft is used to drive the unit, 
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Uranium-Graphite Reactor Model 
See Figure 53 
Material List 
1 pc. pine, 1-3/411 x 9-1/2 11 x 12 11 1 pc. plywood, 1/411 x 11-3/411 x 1211 
1 pc. pine, 1-3/411 x 12 11 x 11-3/411 2 pcs. plywood,. 1/411 x 6-1/2 11 x 11" 
1 pc. pine, 1-3/411 x 9-1/2 11 x 11-3/411 2 pcs. plywood, 1/4" x 911 x 1111 
I pc. pine, 1-3/4" x 211 x 12 11 1 pc. plywood, 1/411 x 6-1/211 x 9" 
1 pc. plywood, 1/411 x 9-1/2 11 x 11-3/4111 pc. plywood, 1/2" x 1611 x 20 11 
1 pc. pine, 3/4 11 x 211 x 11 11 1 pc. plywood, 1/2 11 x 4" x 4811 
Miscellaneous pieces of 1/411 and 1/211 plywood, wire, tin, and l/811 dowel. 
The "Graphite Pile 11 model is composed of three major parts: the shield-
ing, the floors, and the core. 
The shielding is made from three pieces of 1-3/411 thick white pine and 
two pieces of 1/411 plywood. These pieces are to be assembled such that 
the 1-3/4 11 pine comprises the bottom and two adjacent sides of an open-
top box, with the 1/411 plywood forming the :remaini~ two sides. Outside 
dimensions of the box should be 9-1/2 11 x 1211 x 13-1/2 11 high. The cutaway 
portion of the shielding should be out before assembly to facilitate saw-
ing. After assembly add the two pieces simulating the base and column of 
the elevator. The base piece should be 1-.3/411 ·x 211 x 1211 and the column 
3/411 X 211 X 11'1 0 . 
The first floor is a piece of 1/211 plywood 16 11 wide and 20 11 long and 
the second floor may be made of 1/211 plywood pieces (.3) 411 wide which 
are fastened on 3 sides of ·the shielding and cut to match the cutaway in 
the shielding (see sketch). 
The core is a simple six-sided box approximately 6-1/2" x 9" x 11" high 
and is scored an two adjacent sides and top with a saw, or other suitable 
tool both horizontally and vertica1ly, approximately 1-1/411 on centers. 
Drill l/S 11 holes for the simulated control rods and uranium slugs and 
glue short lengths of l/S11 dowel in a few holes to 1:1:imulate these rods 
and slugs. 
At this stage it is advisable to paint the finished. parts and set them 
a.side to dry while working on ·the 11 coffin 11 , elevator, and other small 
parts. Paint the shielding a concrete color, and while the paint is still 
tacky, carefully apply aand or fine bird gravel to the edges of the cut-
away ta simulate broken concrete. Paint the core flat black to simulate 
the graphite blacks. · 
Make the elevator end and bottom of 1/4 11 thick wood or ma.sonite and 
glue cardboard stripe to these to form the sides of the elevator. Make 
the pulley brackets out of thin metal scraps (tin can stock, etc.) and 
the pulleys out of washers or large dres! snaps with thread simulating 
the cables. The coffin may be ma.de of' small blocks of' wood set on a i/8 11 
dowel frame for the sta.nd. 
When the parts which were p:reviou!9ly painted have dried, aeoure the 
core in the approximate center of the first floor and locate the shielding 
over the core with an air gap of approximately l/2 11 between the core and 
the shielding and turned so that the scored lines of the core are show-
ing through the cutaway portion of the shielding. 
Pa.int the other small parts to suit and attaoh them to the model as 
shown in the sketch. Small pla~tic figures may be obtained from the dime 
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SUMMARY, CON CLUSIOl\TS, AND RECOMMENDATION'S 
This study was made in an attempt to compile a collection of scien~ 
tific projects 'lllrhich may be built in the school shop" '.I1he writer feels 
that the use of the project is the logical method of correlating and in-
tegrating industrial arts and science, and that each field may make val-
uable contributions to the other. The objectives of General Education, 
Industrial Arts, and Science are considered in making a study of' this 
type. 
The basic assumption in making this study was that the project is 
the common meeting zone of industrial arts and science, and that through 
the design and construction in the industrial arts shop of a project 
which demonstrates some principle of science, much will have been gained 
toward meeting the goals of both areas of studyo 
The collection of projects presented in the study are projects 
which the author feels will challenge students at all levels in the shop 
classeso Many of the projects will almost certainly require some re-
search on the part of the student before construction begins o 'rhe me-
thod of presentation of these projects to the students will g1·eatly de-
tennine their value as instructional materials o 'I1he instructor should 
encourage the students to work from, these basic designs into ~omething 
which is their own creationo Many variations and applications are poss-
ible in the use of these projects without changing the function of the 
completed equipmento 
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The worth some of these projects as teaching aids has already 
been proved in the 1rraveling Science Demonstration Lectures, (17, page 
92) The 11irrit~r feel:s that the:se scientific projects may also be very 
valuable as projects which will motivate the students in the public 
schools to learn more about science and industrial arts, 
Conclusions, The writer feels that the facts revli'i:tled in this 
study indicate a definite workable method of correlating and integrat-
ing industrial arts and science in the area of the project method of 
teaching, and that the scientific project, if presented properly, may 
greatly enhance the student 1s appreciation of scientific principles and 
at the same time act as a vehicle for teaching him the industrial arts, 
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The facts revealed seem to indicate a definite changing trend in 
education, with greater emphasis on Science. One form of this trend is 
the greater emphasis being placed on the project method of teaching, 
With the emphasis shifting more and more to Science, the place of in-
dustrial arts teachers to incorporate scientifi.c instruction into their 
shop courses, One logical solution to this problem is the i.ntroduction 
of the scientific project into the school shop program, 
Recommendations, The W-!°iter assumes that the plan presented in 
this study is a workable one, and .facts seem to indicate such 9 but 
exhaustive trial and evaluation needs' to be made and any necessary 
changes or recommendations executed. A study also needs to be made of 
the financing of such projects as are included in this study" 
'I'he writer recommends studies of this nature :tnto other phases of 
Science" Contributions may be made in the construction of laboratory 
apparatus, projects in other fields of science, models of rockets and 
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other space equipment, and in trial and evaluation of these studies. 
Recommendation is also made for a study of applied science in the 
school shop in tenns of equipment 9 materials, and techniques used in 
the construction of projects. One such study has been made in Los An-
geles, Californiao 'I.'his study is general in nature, however, and may 
be elaborated upon considerably. (52, page 41) 
The writer wishes to recommend that studies of this nature also be 
made into fields other than science, especially trigonometry, geometry, 
and related subjects. 
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APPENDIX A 
Abbreviations and Symbols 
Meaning 
, ,Ampere 
• •. Capacitor 
,Degree 
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